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WHY WE GET 
NUMBERS 

HOW TO TEXT 
WOMEN:



REASONS TO GET A GIRLS NUMBER

1. To hook up with or date 
her  

3. To grow your network of 
women 

5. To Freind-zone her and 
get her friends



#1. TO HOOK UP WITH HER

▸ What a girl automatically thinks when you ask for her 
number.  

▸ She’s asked for her number every time she goes out. Why 
are YOU different? 

▸ Shock her paradigm with what you will learn in this 
training

Reasons To Get A Girls Number



#2. TO GROW YOUR NETWORK OF WOMEN

▸ Knowing too many girls is NEVER a problem. 

▸ Helps you become “Known” in your city. 
Walking into a bar and knowing everyone gives you 
“Social proof” 

▸ The bigger network you have, the more options you have.  

▸ Women want what other women have.  

▸ It’s how I became who I am in Hollywood. 

Reasons To Get A Girls Number



#3. TO GET ACCESS TO ANOTHER SOCIAL CIRCLE OF WOMEN

▸ If she’s not your type or there is no attraction, friend-zone her 

▸ This “Friend” will now be your “Connector” to other women. 

▸ You can go out with her as friends and not be that creepy guy 
alone hitting on girls. 

▸ Since she likes you, she will introduce you to her friends in a 
positive way when you’re out together. 

▸ Warm introductions are MUCH more successful that cold 
approaching a woman. 

Reasons To Get A Girls Number



SETTING THE 
FRAME

HOW TO TEXT 
WOMEN:



#1. MINDSET TO SUCCESS

▸ Texting is a bridge. It’s purpose is to get her “Wanting” To see 
you in person with already pre-developed attraction for you.  

▸ That way when you go on your first date, your chances of 
closing the deal are so much more better. You wont have to start 
from scratch, you’ll already have her wanting you.  

▸ You mindset should be one that has the confidence of a lion on 
the prowl.  

▸ YOU are the prize. Keep that mindset and you will ooze high 
status behavior through texts.



#2. SETTING THE FRAME FROM THE START

▸ Making sure she knows you’re attracted to her is the correct 
frame to set. 

▸ Don’t be her “Friend” Girls already have “friends” and will 
friend-zone a guy who doesn’t make it apparent that they 
are attracted to them.   

▸ Offering to “help” without her asking or doing anything to 
earn it is a surefire way to end up in this friend zone or being 
thrown in the category with all the other guys she lets text 
her but never sees as someone she would ever sleep with.



HOW WOMEN VIEW 
MEN TEXTING THEM 

HOW TO TEXT 
WOMEN:



THERE IS A PLACE WHERE A 
WOMAN PLACES YOU ON HER 
“BANGABILITY” SCALE. FIND OUT 
WHERE YOU ARE.

Robbie Hemingway



Orbiter

A Fun Time

 Friend 

 Long Term 

A WOMANS “BANGABILITY” SCALE



BREAKING DOWN THE SCALE

1. An Orbiter. 
Women often have men they're texting just to get validation 
and feel needed and give them something to do and fill in idle 
time. They stay in her orbit but can never break into her 
Atmosphere . All they do is reflect light upon her (praises & 
compliments) 

2. A Friend  
Someone she finds can be there in a supportive role and have 
fun with but in a platonic way.



BREAKING DOWN THE SCALE

3. A Fun Time 
Someone she probably wants to bang but thats about it. 
Lacking the qualities to take it further. 

4. A potential partner 
Someone she sees all the qualities of a partner in and see 
herself with long term. 



WHERE DO YOU 
FIT ON THE 
SCALE?



OFTEN TIMES, GUYS DON’T STOP TO 
THINK WHAT THE GIRL THINKS OF 
THEM. THEY ONLY CONCENTRATE OF 
WHAT THEY THINK OF THE GIRL.

Robbie Hemingway



QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF

1. How did you meet her? 

2. What have your texts consisted of 
until this point? 

3. How have you been approaching 
her?



IF YOU FIND YOURSELF ON THE WRONG 
PART OF THE SCALE, YOU MUST 
EVALUATE YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH 
HER AND TAKE STEPS TO CHANGE IT.

Robbie Hemingway



WHAT TEXTS TO 
SEND HER

HOW TO TEXT 
WOMEN:



THE TYPES OF TEXTS YOU HAVE SENT 
HAVE GOTTEN YOU TO WHERE YOU ARE 
NOW. THE TEXTS YOU SEND IN THE FUTURE 
WILL GET YOU TO WHERE YOU WILL GO 
WITH HER

Robbie Hemingway



TYPES OF TEXTS TO SEND 

Remember this: 

Never send a text unless you can articulate the purpose behind 
sending it and how exactly it’s getting you one step closer to 
not just sex, but closer to dates or really meeting up with 
her.  

Always follow the “Uphill” technique  



THE UPHILL TECHNIQUE 

Imagine a hill, and at the top of that hill are her lets spread 
open for you. 
At the bottom of the hill is the blackness of her never texting 
you back. 
Is the text you’re sending her getting you closer to the top 
OR is it moving you down?  
Are you using the shotgun method where you just send a 
bunch of stuff hoping for her to respond?  
Or are you approaching it like a surgeon where you’re 
sending each text with a purpose?



TYPES OF TEXTS TO SEND 

There are questions to ask yourself BEFORE you press 
that “Send” button.  

‣ Is it going to make her laugh? 
‣ Is it a flirtatious? 
‣ Is it going to allow her to open up and tell you about 

herself or how she feels about something? 
‣ Is it going to paint you as an authoritative high status 

individual?



IF THE ANSWER TO ANY 
OF THESE IS NO…

…..Then it’s best not to send it



WHAT TYPE OF GUY IS 
BEST FIT TO TEXT A GIRL?



ALL TYPES



PHYSICALLY ATTRACTIVE GUY
‣ Texting her allows her to see that you’re deeper 

than maybe she initially perceived, and gives you  
 an an added dimension she didn’t expect.  

‣ Maybe this can turn you from a “Fun time” to a  
“Potential Mate” on the Bangability Scale



PHYSICALLY UNATTRACTIVE GUY
‣ Gives you a chance to develop mental attraction 

(which is much more longer lasting than a  
physical attraction) 

‣ Is the best way to beat out all the other guys 
sending selfies and pictures of dicks  
(which women find unattractive anyway)



A SLOW TALKER OR SOMEONE WHO 
FEELS THEY AREN’T THAT INTELLIGENT 

‣ Gives you the time to think about what you want  
to say and formulate a response rather than being 
on the phone. 

‣ Eliminates the fear of being afraid of saying the 
wrong thing, dead silence, lack of things to say  
etc. 



OVERLY INTELLIGENT GUYS
‣ Can typically talk too much to pass information. 

‣ Sometimes can be a fast talker and not give her      
time to respond 

‣ Information overload. (exhausts the woman) 

‣ Can give you time to think about the 80/20 rule. 

‣ Time to infuse comedy or playful sarcasm into the 
conversation   



IN SUMMATION

Texting gives you time to formulate your response..if you’re 
talking on the phone before you’ve developed a strong 
attraction to her you can make tons of mistakes & any 
deficiencies  you have can come through the phone.  

Once you know you have her, i.e. she’s initiating 
conversation, asking you about you, etc.. thats when phone 
calls and facetime's can begin to take it to that next level.  

Why wait?



IN SUMMATION (2)

Because… 

Now if you still have deficiencies in your phone game, she won’t single them 
out because she’s already attracted to you.  

You’ve heard the story of a woman who stays with a guy who is COMPLETELY 
wrong for them…all because they are so attracted to him that nothing else 
matters other than being with him. 

Same case here.  

It’s critical that you get this timing right because if you do it too soon, it can 
come off as creepy and she won’t answer either your facetimes, calls, or texts.  



WHY TEXTING IS 
CRITICAL IN THE 
BEGINNING

HOW TO TEXT 
WOMEN:



GIRLS NOWADAYS DON’T LIKE GUYS 
CALLING THEM RIGHT AWAY..THEY 
MIGHT THINK IT’S TOO: CREEPY, 
TOO PERSONAL, TOO NEEDY…ETC

Robbie Hemingway



WHY NOT TO CALL HER RIGHT AWAY

You have to earn the right to 
call her (get inside her 
personal space bubble) 

But more than that.. 
you want to develop an 
attraction BEFORE you call so 
she’s excited to answer your 
call



A WOMAN PERSONAL SPACE



WHY NOT TO CALL HER RIGHT AWAY

Think of the face she makes 
when she sees you calling.  
Is it a face of   

“why is he calling?” 

or a face of 

 “Omg he’s finally calling me!” 



KEEPING A HIGH STATUS MENTALITY BEFORE THE PHONE CALL

‣ Know YOU are the prize.  

‣ She is testing you to see if you’re like every other guy 

‣ She will determine how far she wants to go with you 
depending on how you act at this moment.  

‣ Keeping a cool and calm approach will help you 
come off as a high status male. 



USING    
EMOJIS

HOW TO TEXT 
WOMEN:



#6. USING EMOJIS

▸ Emoji’s are something you should use all the time, but there 
are certain emojis to use consistently, and some to avoid 
altogether. 

▸ They can either establish dominance if used right, or 
establish you as a overly emotional orbiter if used incorrectly.  

▸  Sending an emoji can leave her wondering what you 
meant...remember, the more she thinks of you the better so 
being mysterious or being short can work to your benefit if 
done right. 



THE SECRET TO 
USING EMOJI’S



ONLY USE EMOJI’S THAT CONVEY A 
COOL PERSONALITY. TOO MUCH 
EMOTION WILL MAKE HER RUN 
AWAY MENTALLY.

Robbie Hemingway



5 EMOJI’S TO NEVER USE. 

‣ ! 
‣ " 
‣ # 
‣ $ 
‣ %



5 EMOJI’S TO USE OFTEN. 

‣ & 
‣ ' 
‣ ( 
‣ ) 
‣ *



THE “EMOJINARY” GAME

How to play.  

Send her something in pure emoji’s and let her 
figure out what it means.  

Ex. Any time a girl gets me mad or does 
something I don’t like I send her this  

+),-./ 



3 COMMON  
SITUATIONS

HOW TO TEXT 
WOMEN:



TROUBLE INITIATING 
CONVERSATION

Why this happens: 

You’re not sure where to start.  

Texting is a blank canvas.  

Sometimes the artists first 
stroke is the hardest.  

Texting Situation #1



HOW TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION

You must send a good first conversation text or risk her not 
responding to you. 

Texting Situation #1

DO NOT SEND THESE

“How are you beautiful” 
“How’s your day going” 
“How are we today?”



NO  
NO 
NO



TEXTS TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION. 

"If I asked you what you were doing right now, would it be something fun?”  
If she replies with 

 “No” 
You reply with… 

”Then I won’t ask (”  

Then continue the conversation.  

Texting Situation #1



TEXTS TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION. 

"If she hasn’t texted you back.  

“I remember my first time trying to 

 respond to a text, #Amateur” 

Texting Situation #1



TEXTS TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION. 

"What are you not doing right now that you wish you were?"  

Texting Situation #1



TEXTS TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION. 

“Where are you?” 

This will give you information to keep the conversation going. 

Texting Situation #1



SENDING TYPICAL “BORING” TEXTS DOES NOT EVOKE 
ANY EXCITEMENT FROM HER AND WILL GET YOU 
PLACED IN THE BUCKET WITH ALL THE OTHER 
MEDICORE GUYS TEXTING HER…INSTEAD SEND 
HER CAPTIVATING TEXTS THAT GRAB HER ATTENTION 
AND MAKE HER LASER FOCUS ON YOU 

Robbie Hemingway



“Meme’s” are good to send her when she’s at work or school. 

Sending a funny meme of someone at work or school will 
have that in common with her situation and get a response 
out of her since they are at work or school.  

Once you make her laugh at the very beginning, your 
conversation can now grow from that. 

HOW TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION



Simply ask, “What are you doing?”

She says: “I’m at the DMV, it’s Horrible” 

Simply google “DMV meme” and send her one of those. 

HOW TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION

USING MEMES





1. It’s easy to do and takes a second to google. 

2. It’s different to what other guys are texting her.  

3. It takes her mind off what she’s doing and makes her 
laugh.  
 
 
(Being able to make a girl laugh is one of the top 2 traits 
women find attractive in a man)

HOW TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION

WHY USE MEMES



1. Reaffirm she’s in a horrible situation  
 
“Oh..that sucks, I’m sorry I hope it goes quick” 
 
“Aw that’s too bad, I can go keep you company” 
 
“:( I’m sorry, you’re too beautiful to be waiting in line”

HOW TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION

DO NOT



SHE’S RESPONSIVE BUT WON’T  
MEET UP OR ALWAYS FLAKES 

Why this happens: 

You’re not thinking with surgical 
precision.  
 
If you’re using the shotgun 
method (randomly asking her if 
she can hang out with you on a 
certain day) you’re setting 
yourself up for failure.  

Texting Situation #2



HOW TO FIX A FLAKY GIRL

1. You need to ask her casually what her week usually looks like 
and she will tell you her schedule. That way when you are 
going to ask her out you already know when she is typically 
free.. 

2. Ask her out early in the week before she has made plans. Once 
she confirms, talk about the date throughout the week so she 
doesn’t make plans after. 

3.  Find out what she likes to do, eat, go etc.  
You don’t want to invite her randomly to Chinese food if she 
hates Chinese food. 

Texting Situation #2



HOW TO “TELL” A GIRL ON A DATE. EXAMPLE

1. You on Monday: “What’s your favorite kind of food? 
Her: “hmmm Italian” 

2. Google “Best italian food in (your city)” 
Let’s say “Maggio’s”.  
Find out what their most famous plate is. 

3. “Guess what?” 
Wait for her response.  
“Don’t make plans friday, I made us reservations at Maggio’s, 
the best italian place in the city, you HAVE to try their 
Cannelloni, it’s famous(01.” 

Texting Situation #2

 Find out what her typical schedule is like beforehand if you can . 



SHE’S NOT RESPONDING

Why this happens: 

You’re not giving her 
something to respond to. 

You’re boring her.  

You’re giving her too much to 
respond to.  

Texting Situation #3



WHY SHE’S NOT RESPONDING

‣ Are you asking close ended questions that she can only 
reply with a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’ to? 
That is NOT fun for her and all the other guys do it. 

‣  You MUST ask open ended questions so she can respond 
and tell you what she thinks.  
 
 
 

Texting Situation #3



HOW TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION

EXAMPLES OF OPEN-ENDED TEXTS
“What did you think of X” 

“What would you do if X” 

“Who’s your favorite comedian? Why?” 

Would you ever go to X? Why ?” 

“What are you not doing right now that you wish you were?” 

“Tell me something” 



HOW TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION

OTHER REASONS WHY SHE MIGHT NOT BE 
TEXTING YOU BACK 

‣ You might be texting her at the wrong time or when she’s 
out and about.  
(This is why finding out about her and her schedule is 
important) 

‣ You don’t want her to legitimately forget to text you back 
because she’s busy then have to double text her to get 
her attention. That is not  high status behavior.



HOW TO INITIATE A CONVERSATION

TEXTS TO GET HER TO TEXT YOU BACK
1. “I’ve been putting together an SOS retrieval team to find 

out what rock you got stuck under 2) ”  
 

2. Bring up a pleasant memory you had with her: 
“Remember the time we X?” 
Her: “Omg that was so fun!” 
You. “Yea, we’re over due for some good times…where’ve 
you been suspicious?” 



GO DOMINATE!


